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Abstract. The condition in which an individual is affected by TB and HIV/AIDS in his body is called a TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection. This research aims to minimize the populations of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection with a minimum expenditure on medical expenses, that means minimizing the objective’s function (J) or purpose function. In this research, modification of the model was carried out by adding the treatment population for HIV patients with ARV (R_H). The population used was 11 classes with the use of three controls including treatment for individuals with latent TB (u₁), active TB (u₂), and HIV (u₃). After performing numerical simulation using the forward backward fourth order Runge-Kutta, the results show that scenario 7 is the best scenario in controlling the spread of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection because it resulted a minimum J value of 1401.44. This means that providing the treatment for individuals with latent TB, active TB, and HIV in tandem can reduce the populations of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection in the minimum treatment cost.
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1. Introduction

AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) is an infectious disease in which the human immune system is decreased or damaged by HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) infection. HIV will attack the immune system so that the body is unable to fight infections due to weak immunity [1]. The immunity of people with HIV/AIDS (ODHA) decreases because the number of Cluster Differential Four cells decreases. The Joint United Nations Programme on HIV and AIDS (UNAIDS) stated that in 2018 there were 37.9 million people in the world living with HIV, of which 640,000 occurred in Indonesia [2], [3]. ODHA are more likely to get Opportunistic Infection (OI), diseases that attacks a person because his immune system is weak [4], [5]. The spread of HIV in the body can be suppressed by performing Antiretroviral (ARV) Therapy (ART). ART can inhibit the replication process of HIV in the body [1]. HIV/AIDS can be transmitted through sexual intercourse, blood, pre-ejaculate, vaginal fluids semen and by mothers to babies who are conceived or breastfed [6]. One-third of ODHA are infected with Tuberculosis (TB), even TB is the most common OI and the main cause of death in ODHA [7], [8].

TB is an infectious disease caused by the Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) or tubercle bacilli that can attack some parts of the body such as muscles, bones, joints and most commonly the lungs [9], [10]. In 2017 there were 10 million people in the world infected with TB, of which 420,000 occurred in Indonesia [8], [11]. The stage of TB disease starts from latent TB to active TB. The development of latent or exposed TB into active TB can occur at any time. People with latent TB have Mtb in their body but cannot transmit it to other people, while people with active TB are able to transmit it to other. TB transmission occurs through the air, namely when an active TB patient cough or sneeze, Mtb will come out of the lungs in the form of droplet nuclei that can last several hours in the air and cannot be seen with the naked eye. Treatment of latent TB has an important role in reducing the risk of latent TB developing into active TB [7], [9], [12]–[16].

TB-HIV coinfection is a condition in which an individual is infected by both Mtb and HIV [13]. When an individual is coinfected with TB-HIV, HIV is able to accelerate activation of TB and TB can increase the rate of progression from HIV to AIDS [17]. Therefore, an appropriate strategy is needed to control the spread of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection. These efforts can be done by using mathematical modeling. Mathematical modeling has an important role in analyzing the control of a disease with optimal control [12]. In general, the optimal control problem is the same as the optimization, which is the process to get the best solution in a problem. Optimization in optimal control theory is a function that can optimize (max/min) performance index or objective function [18]. Objective function is a target that is to be achieved from an optimal control problem [19].

Several studies on controlling the spread of disease with optimal control have been carried out. Among them Sukokarlininda [1] has analyzed controlling the spread of HIV by applying one control in the form of giving ARV drug. Gao and Huang [20] have analyzed the control for TB by giving the vaccine and two other treatments. Bhunu, et al. [21] have analyzed and performed optimal control for the spread of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection by using 10 populations and 3 types of controls in the form of treatment for individuals with latent TB \( \tau_1 \), active TB \( \tau_2 \), and AIDS \( \alpha \), each with static or constant values.

Bhunu et al.'s research has been developed by several studies including Rayhan [13] and Tanvi and Aggarwal [22]. Rayhan uses dynamic control in the form of treatments for individuals with latent TB \( u_1 \), active TB \( u_2 \), and AIDS \( u_3 \), thereby causing changes in the rate of control over time. His research aims to minimize the number of people with TB-HIV/AIDS infected. Based on these objectives, the objective function established only involves the infected TB-HIV/AIDS population. Meanwhile, Tanvi and Aggarwal added the AIDS treatment population so that the research involved 11 populations. The methods used in both studies are Pontryagin Minimum Principle for optimal control problems and Runge-Kutta (RK) namely fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK4) for numerical solutions.
The RK4 is one of the most frequently used numerical methods for solving differential equation problems because of its small truncation errors, resulting in a good approximate solution [23]. This was supported by Subhashini and Srividhya [24] who stated that the RK method had a small error value in solving an equation. And Puspitasari, et al [25] stated that the RK4 method is better than The Adam-Bashfort Moulton method.

In this study, the authors will develop Rayhan’s research by modifying the model for the spread of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection in the form of increasing the class of the treatment population for individuals with HIV (R_H) using ARV so that the population to be used is 11 classes. This is done because ARV administration can be done when the people is infected with HIV. Giving ARV can reduce the spread of HIV because ARV can inhibit the replication process of HIV in the body so that it can reduce the progression of HIV to AIDS [1]. Furthermore, the objective function will be expanded by involving the TB-HIV/AIDS exposed population, so that the objective function to be used includes the exposed to and infected with TB-HIV/AIDS populations. This is in accordance with the aim of this study, namely to control the spread of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection by reducing the number of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection people, namely those TB-HIV exposed, TB-AIDS exposed, TB-HIV infected or TB-AIDS infected. And, there will also be addition trial scenarios aimed at obtain the most optimal strategy from the new model.

2. TB-HIV/AIDS Coinfection Model

The population used is 11 classes including population class of susceptible S, exposed to TB E_T, infected with TB I_T, recovered from TB R_T, infected with HIV I_H, infected with AIDS I_A, exposed to TB-HIV E_TH, exposed to TB-AIDS E_TA, infected with TB-HIV I_TH, infected with TB-AIDS I_TA, treatment of HIV R_H as shown in Figure 1.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dS}{dt} & = \Lambda - (\lambda_T + \lambda_H + \mu)S \\
\frac{dE_T}{dt} & = \lambda_T(S + R_T) - (\psi_T \lambda_T + k + \lambda_H + \mu)E_T \\
\frac{dI_T}{dt} & = (\psi_T \lambda_T + k)E_T + qR_T - (\delta \lambda_H + p + u_2 + \mu + d_T)I_T \\
\frac{dR_T}{dt} & = u_1 E_T + (p + u_2)I_T - (q + \lambda_T + \lambda_H + \mu)R_T \\
\frac{dI_H}{dt} & = \lambda_H(S + R_T) + u_1 E_{TH} + u_2 I_{TH} - (\lambda_T + \rho_1 + u_3 + \mu)I_H \\
\frac{dI_A}{dt} & = \rho_1 I_H + u_2 E_{TA} + u_2 I_{TA} - (\sigma \lambda_T + \mu + d_A)I_A \\
\frac{dE_{TH}}{dt} & = \lambda_H E_T + \lambda_I H - (\psi_T \lambda_T + r_1 k + \gamma_T \rho_1 + u_1 + u_3 + \mu)E_{TH} \\
\frac{dE_{TA}}{dt} & = \gamma_T \rho_1 E_T + \sigma \lambda_T I_A - (\psi_T \lambda_T + r_1 k + u_1 + \mu + d_A)E_{TA} \\
\frac{dI_{TH}}{dt} & = \delta \lambda_H I_T + (\psi_T \lambda_T + r_1 k)E_{TH} - (\gamma_T \rho_1 + u_1 + u_3 + \mu + d_T)I_{TH} \\
\frac{dI_{TA}}{dt} & = \gamma_T \rho_1 I_{TH} + (\psi_T \lambda_T + r_1 k)E_{TA} - (u_2 + \mu + d_T + \epsilon \sigma A)I_{TA} \\
\frac{dR_H}{dt} & = u_3 (I_H + E_{TH} + I_{TH}) - \mu R_H
\end{align*}
\]

With the initial conditions provided:

\[
S(0) = S_0, E_T(0) = E_{TH}(0) = I_{TH}(0) = I_{TA}(0) = R_T(0) = R_H(0) = I_H(0) = I_A(0) = I_{TA}(0) = I_{TH}(0) = E_{TH}(0) = E_{TH}(0) = E_{TA}(0),
\]

and unspecified for

\[
S(t), E_T(t), I_T(t), R_T(t), I_H(t), I_A(t), E_{TH}(t), E_{TA}(t), I_{TH}(t), I_{TA}(t), R_H(t).
\]

\[
\lambda_T = \frac{\beta_T}{N} (I_T + I_{TH} + I_{TA})
\]

\[
\lambda_H = \frac{\beta_H}{N} (I_H + E_{TH} + I_{TH} + \eta_A (I_A + \eta_{TH} (I_{TH} + I_{TA})))
\]

where \(N(t) = S(t) + E_T(t) + I_T(t) + R_T(t) + I_H(t) + I_A(t) + E_{TH}(t) + E_{TA}(t) + I_{TH}(t) + I_{TA}(t) + R_H(t).\)
It is assumed that individuals born enter the susceptible class at the $\Lambda$ rate. Susceptible individuals can contract HIV due to direct contact with HIV infected individuals at the $\lambda_H$ rate thus enter into the HIV infected class. HIV in the body can develop into AIDS at the $\rho_1$ rate thus enter into the AIDS infected class. HIV and AIDS infected individuals can each contract TB due to direct contact with active TB individuals at the $\lambda_T$ and the $\sigma \lambda_T$ rate thus enter into the TB-HIV exposed and TB-AIDS exposed class. TB-HIV exposed individuals can progress their latent TB to the active TB naturally at the $r_1 k$ rate and re-infection at the $\psi_2 \lambda_T$ rate thus enter into the TB-HIV infected class. In addition, TB-HIV exposed individuals can progress their HIV into AIDS at the $\gamma_T \rho_1$ rate thus enter into the TB-AIDS exposed class. TB-AIDS exposed individuals can naturally progress their latent TB into active TB at the $r_2 k$ rate and re-infection at the $\psi_3 \lambda_T$ rate thus enter into the TB-AIDS infected class. TB-HIV infected individuals can progress their HIV into AIDS at the $\gamma_T \rho_1$ rate thus enter into the TB-AIDS infected class.

Susceptible individuals can contract TB due to direct contact with active TB individuals at the $\lambda_T$ rate thus enter into the TB exposed class. Individuals exposed with TB can become naturally active TB at the $k$ rate and re-infection at the $\psi_1 \lambda_T$ rate thus enter into the TB infected class. Individuals infected with TB can recover naturally from the disease at the $\rho$ rate and enter into the recovered from TB class. Individuals exposed to TB and infected with TB can contract HIV due to direct contact with HIV infected individuals at the $\lambda_H$ rate and the $\delta \lambda_H$ rate thus enter into the TB-HIV exposed class and TB-HIV infected class, with $\delta > 1$ being a modified parameter that describes active TB individuals as more susceptible to HIV compared to latent TB individuals.

Each population experiences death naturally at the $\mu$ rate. Individuals infected with TB can die from the disease at the $d_T$ rate. Individuals with AIDS can die from the disease at the $d_A$ rate. Individuals infected with TB-AIDS can die from the disease at the $\varepsilon d_A$ rate. The model is equipped with three treatments: the treatment of latent TB individuals using chemoprophylaxis at the $u_1$ rate, active TB individuals using several drugs at the $u_3$ rate and HIV individuals using ARV at the $u_3$ rate. HIV infected individuals who are given treatment enter into the HIV treatment class.

In Equation (3), $\beta_H$ is the rate of HIV infection, $\eta_A \geq 1$ describes individuals at the AIDS stage as more susceptible to transmitting HIV compared to individuals infected with HIV without showing symptoms of AIDS. $\eta_{TH} \geq 1$ is a modified parameter that describes transmission by individuals at the TB-AIDS exposed stage greater than individuals at the AIDS stage. Then for $\theta_{TH} \geq 1$ describes that individuals at the TB-AIDS infected stage are easier to transmit HIV than at the TB-AIDS exposed stage. In Equation (2), $\beta_T$ is the rate of individuals exposed to TB due to direct contact with TB infected individuals and $c$ states the average contact rate.
3. Research Design

3.1 Solve optimal control problem

If defined the control vector \( \vec{u}(t) = (u_1(t), u_2(t), \ldots, u_n(t)) \) and state vector \( \vec{x}(t) = (x_1(t), x_2(t), \ldots, x_n(t)) \) at the time interval \([t_0, t_f]\), the steps taken are: [26], [27]

a. Shape the Hamiltonian \( H(x(t), u(t), m(t), t) = f(x(t), u(t), t) + m(t)g(x(t), u(t), t) \).

b. Minimize \( H \) against all \( u(t) \) using \( \frac{\partial H}{\partial u} = 0 \), so get \( u \) optimal \( u^*(t) \).

c. Substitute \( u^*(t) \) into \( H \) to get optimal Hamiltonian \( H^* \) function.

d. Solve equation of state with \( \dot{x}^* = \frac{\partial H^*}{\partial x} \) and co-state with \( \dot{m}^* = -\frac{\partial H^*}{\partial x} \). The boundary conditions are given by the initial and final condition (transverse) used is \( m(t_f) = 0 \).

e. Substitute the result of step d. into the \( u^* \) expression in step b. to get optimal control.

3.2 Discretization and simulation

\[
x_{n+1}(t) = x_n(t) + \frac{\Delta t}{2} g(t_n, x_n, u_n) + 2g(t_n + \frac{\Delta t}{2} x_n + \frac{\Delta t}{2} k_{1,n} u_n + u_{n+1}) + 2g(t_n + \frac{\Delta t}{2} x_n + \frac{\Delta t}{2} k_{2,n} u_n + u_{n+1}) + g(t_n + h, x_n + h k_{3,n} u_n + u_{n+1})
\]

\[
m_{n-1}(t) = m_n(t) - \frac{\Delta t}{2} p(t_n, x_n, u_n) + 2p(t_n - \frac{\Delta t}{2} x_n - \frac{\Delta t}{2} k_{1,n} u_n + u_{n-1}) + 2p(t_n - \frac{\Delta t}{2} x_n - \frac{\Delta t}{2} k_{2,n} u_n + u_{n-1}) + p(t_n - h, x_n - h k_{3,n} u_n + u_{n-1})
\]

Discretization of the state as \( \frac{dx(t)}{dt} = g(t, x(t), u(t)) \) using forward sweep (4) and co-state as \( \frac{dm(t)}{dt} = p(t, m(t), u(t)) \) using backward sweep (5) with \([t_0, t_f]\). Then create a program to get a simulation with the following steps:[18], [22], [28], [29]

a. Divide the interval by \( \Delta t \) subintervals, so that the vector state \( \vec{\dot{x}} = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \), co-state \( \vec{\dot{m}} = (m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n) \), and control \( \vec{\dot{u}} = (u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n) \).

b. Use the initial value for \( x(t_0) = x_0 \) and the initial value for \( m(t_0) = m_0 \) and control \( u(t_0) = u_0 \).

c. Use the final value for \( m(t_f) = 0 \) and the \( x \) and \( u \) values resulting from step b. to complete the co-state with backward sweep.

d. Update the \( x \) by substituting the new \( x \) and \( m \) values in the \( u^*(t) \) characterizations.

e. Performing convergence checks using \( \frac{\Delta t}{2} |u| - \sum_{i=1}^{m+1} |u - old \ u| \| \geq 0 \).

Where \( u \) is the new \( u \), while old \( u \) is the old \( u \) value and \( \Delta t \) is a constant of positive real value. If the value of each convergence test in the last iteration is positive, then the iteration stops and uses that value as the optimal value. But if not, then go back to step c.

4. Result and Discussions

4.1 Optimal Control Problem

Based on the purpose in this study, namely minimizing the spread of TB-HIV/AIDS co-infection, it will be minimized the number of populations of TB-HIV/AIDS co-infection either exposed to TB-HIV, exposed to TB-AIDS, infected with TB-HIV or infected with TB-AIDS. Therefore, objective function (6) was formed which means to minimize the number of TB-HIV/AIDS co-infection individuals with minimum medical expenses.

\[
J = \int_{t_0}^{t_f} (A_1 E_{TH} + A_2 E_{TA} + A_3 I_{TH} + A_4 I_{TA} + c_1 u_1^2 + c_2 u_2^2 + c_3 u_3^2) \, dt
\]

Based on the objective function (6) and the function of constraints or state equations (1), the Hamiltonian function is obtained:

\[
H = A_1 E_{TH} + A_2 E_{TA} + A_3 I_{TH} + A_4 I_{TA} + c_1 u_1^2 + c_2 u_2^2 + c_3 u_3^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{11} m_i g_i
\]
Where \( m \) is the co-state and \( g \) is the state. Optimal control and co-state equations obtained:

a. Optimal conditions

\[
\frac{\partial H}{\partial u_1} = 0 \quad \text{retrieved } u_1^* = \min \left( 1, \max \left( \frac{0, (m_2-m_4)E_T+(m_5-m_2)E_{TH}+(m_6-m_3)E_{TA}}{c_1}, \frac{(m_2-m_4)E_T+(m_5-m_2)E_{TH}+(m_6-m_3)E_{TA}}{G_1} \right) \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial H}{\partial u_2} = 0 \quad \text{retrieved } u_2^* = \min \left( 1, \max \left( \frac{0, (m_3-m_4)I_T+(m_4-m_3)I_{TH}+(m_5-m_6)I_{TA}}{c_2}, \frac{(m_3-m_4)I_T+(m_4-m_3)I_{TH}+(m_5-m_6)I_{TA}}{2c_3} \right) \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial H}{\partial u_3} = 0 \quad \text{retrieved } u_3^* = \min \left( 1, \max \left( \frac{0, (m_5-m_1)I_H+(m_6-m_1)I_{TH}+(m_7-m_1)I_{TA}}{c_4}, \frac{(m_5-m_1)I_H+(m_6-m_1)I_{TH}+(m_7-m_1)I_{TA}}{c_5} \right) \right)
\]

b. Adjoin/co-state

The acquisition of adjoin equations is \( \dot{m}_i = -\frac{\partial H}{\partial x_i} \), where \( x = [S, E_T, I_T, R_T, I_H, I_A, E_{TH}, E_{TA}, I_{TH}, I_{TA}, R_H] \) and final conditions \( m_i(t_f) = 0 \) for \( i = [1,11] \).

4.2 Numerical Simulations

The data used include the values of the initial conditions as \( S_0 = 9080, E_{TH0} = 2080, I_{TH0} = 3540, R_{TH0} = 0, I_{H0} = 1500, I_{A0} = 420, E_{TH0} = 1095, E_{TA0} = 325, I_{TH0} = 137, I_{TA0} = 29, R_{H0} = 10 \) and the parameters shown in Table 1 with \( [t_0, t_f] = [0,10], A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4 = 1 \) and \( c_1, c_2, \) and \( c_3 \) are worth 50, 80, and 100 [13], [21], [22], [30]. 7 scenarios trial shown in Table 2 will be used to obtain the best strategy in minimizing the spread of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection.
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Figure 2. Population of (a) exposed to TB, (b) infected with TB, (c) recovered from TB, (d) infected with HIV, (e) infected with AIDS, (f) exposed to TB-HIV, (g) exposed to TB-AIDS, (h) infected with TB-HIV, (i) infected with TB-AIDS and (j) treatment of HIV.
Table 1. Parameters values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>( \Lambda )</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>( \theta_{TH} )</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>( \eta_{TH} )</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>( \eta_A )</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>( \rho_1 )</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>( \gamma_1 \rho_1 )</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>( \gamma_2 \rho_1 )</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>( \delta )</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>( \varepsilon )</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>0.000113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>( r_1 k )</td>
<td>0.00017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>( r_2 k )</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>( \psi_1 )</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>( \psi_2 )</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>( \psi_3 )</td>
<td>1.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>( d_T )</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>( d_A )</td>
<td>0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>( \beta_T )</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>( \beta_H )</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>( q )</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation results obtained for the TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection populations include, Figure 2 (f) shows the exposed to TB-HIV population without and with treatment. The figure shows that each scenario graph is lower than the no-control graph, this shows that treatment in each scenario may result in a reduced the number of TB-HIV exposed individuals. The scenario that results in the least number of TB-HIV exposed individuals is scenario 7 whereby by administering treatment for individuals with latent TB, active TB and HIV can reduce the population of exposed to TB-HIV to 3 people. Figure 2 (g) shows the exposed to TB-AIDS population without and with treatment. Treatment in each scenario resulted in the number of TB-AIDS exposed individuals being reduced as shown in each scenario graph decreased compared to the no-control graph. The scenario that results in the least number of TB-AIDS exposed individuals is scenario 7 whereby by administering treatment for individuals with latent TB, active TB and HIV can reduce the population of TB-AIDS exposed to 1 people. Figure 2 (h) shows the infected with TB-HIV population without and with treatment. The figure shows that each scenario graph is lower than the no-control graph, this shows that treatment in each scenario may result in a reduced the number of TB-HIV infected individuals. The best scenario for reducing the population of infected with TB-HIV is scenario 6 whereby by administering treatment for individuals with active TB and HIV can eliminate the TB-HIV infected population. Figure 2 (i) shows the infected with TB-AIDS population without and with treatment. Treatment in each scenario resulted in the number of TB-AIDS infected individuals being reduced as shown in each scenario graph decreased compared to the no-control graph. The best scenario for reducing the population of infected with TB-AIDS is scenario 7 whereby by administering treatment for individuals with latent TB, active TB and HIV can eliminate the TB-AIDS infected population.

The simulation results obtained for the TB populations include, Figure 2 (a) shows the exposed to TB population without and with treatment. The figure shows that each scenario graph is lower than the no-control graph, this shows that treatment in each
scenario may result in a reduced the number of TB exposed individuals. The scenario that results in the least number of TB exposed individuals is scenario 4 whereby by administering treatment for individuals with latent TB and active TB can reduce the population of TB exposed to 25 people. Figure 2 (b) shows the infected with active TB population without and with treatment. Treatment in each scenario resulted in the number of active TB individuals being reduced as shown in each scenario graph decreased compared to the no-control graph. The scenario that results in the least number of active TB individuals is scenario 4 whereby by administering treatment for individuals with latent TB and active TB can reduce the population of active TB to 1 people. Figure 2 (c) shows the recovered from TB population without and with treatment. Scenario graphs 1, 4, 5 and 7 experienced an increase compared to the no-control graph, this shows that giving treatment in these four scenarios can result in the number of recovered from TB individuals increased compared to without treatment. While the scenario graphs 2, 3 and 6 experienced an decrease compared to the no-control graph. This can happen because in these three scenarios TB treatment is done only for active TB individuals without treatment for latent TB individuals, so the recovered from TB class will only get additions from active TB individuals who are cured due to $u_2$. Therefore, the scenario graphs 2, 3 and 6 in the TB exposed population are higher than the other four scenarios that provide treatment for TB exposed individuals as shown in Figure 2 (a). The scenario that results in the largest number of recovered from TB individuals is scenario 1 whereby by treating individuals with latent TB can result in as many as 2377 people recovered from TB.

The simulation results obtained for the HIV/AIDS populations include, Figure 2 (d) shows the infected with HIV population without and with treatment. Scenario graphs 3, 5, 6 and 7 decrease compared to the no-control graph, this shows that giving treatment in these four scenarios can result in a reduced number of HIV infected individuals compared to without treatment. This can happen because each of these four scenarios is given treatment for HIV infected individuals using ARV, resulted in HIV treatment class with ARV increased in these four scenarios. Meanwhile, scenario graphs 1, 2 and 4 increased compared to the no-control graph. This indicates that the number of HIV infected individuals in scenarios 1, 2 and 4 increases compared to the absence of treatment that occurs because in these three scenarios there is no treatment for HIV infected individuals. The scenario that results in the least number of HIV infected individuals is scenario 3 whereby by administering treatment for individuals with HIV infected can reduce the population of infected with HIV to 27 people. Figure 2 (e) shows the infected with AIDS population without and with treatment. Scenario graphs 3, 5, 6 and 7 are lower than the no-control graph. This is related to the previous discussion, in which in these four scenarios experienced a decrease in the number of HIV infected individuals which resulted in a decrease in the population of individuals with AIDS. While in the scenario graphs 1, 2 and 4 are higher than the no-control graph. This can happen because of the increasing HIV infected population, resulting in an increase in the AIDS population. The scenario that results in the least number of individuals affected with AIDS is scenario 3 whereby by administering treatment for individuals with HIV infected can reduce the population of infected with AIDS to 23 people. Figure 2 (j) shows the HIV treatment population without and with treatment. Scenario graphs 3, 5, 6 and 7 are higher than the no-control graph. This can happen because each of these four scenarios, treatment for people with HIV is carried out, causing the number of individuals in the HIV treatment class to increase. While the scenario graphs 1, 2 and 4 did not experience differences with no-control graph because in these three scenarios no treatment was given to people with HIV. The scenario that results in the largest number of individuals on HIV treatment is scenario 6 whereby by administering treatment for individuals with active TB and HIV infected can increase the number of individuals in HIV treatment to 2229 people.
Table 2 shows the results of the objective function (6). The scenario with the largest objective function value is generated by scenario 2 with 10697.09 while the smallest objective function value is generated by scenario 7 with 1401.44. The control graphs $u_4$, $u_2$ and $u_3$ in each scenario decrease as shown in Figure 3. This can happen because the number of sufferers decreases over time, causing the rate of treatments also to decrease.

Table 3 shows the final results of each population in the modified model showing a better value than the previous model. The final number of people with disease decreased more when using the modified model than using the previous model. This shows that using the modified model can further reduce the number of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfected patients.
5. Conclusion

After obtained the results as described above, it can be concluded that in this study the best scenario is a scenario that desires the smallest objective function value of $J$ to control the spread of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfection with the modified model is scenario 7 namely the use of $u_1$, $u_2$, and $u_3$. This indicates that by treating individuals with latent TB, active TB, and HIV infected in tandem, it will reduce the populations of TB-HIV/AIDS coinfecion more quickly with smaller treatment costs.

For further research can use the original and up-to-date data to see the realization of the modified model. Then, can try using Runge-Kutta method with a higher order. And can add new controls in the form of the use of contraceptives such as condoms during sexual intercourse, thus forming a new model that may be more effective.
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